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a Message from Vladimir Fedoro
PRESIDENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUSIC LIBRARIES

C'est avec une tres grande joie, exempte de toute arriere pens& et de toute mefiance, que lePresident en exercice de l'A.I.B.M. et le redacteur, helas permanent, des FONTES, salue notrenouveau confrere, le BRIO de nos amis anglais.L'A.I.B.M. et son organe international, les FONTES, ne sont, ne doivent etre qu'un lieude rencontres. Les bibliothecaires de musique de tous pays, de toutes categories, de toutsetendances s'y rassemblent, s'encouragent mutuellement, s'entr'aident, examinent ensemble desproblemes difficiles, preparent un avenir commun meilleur, aplanissent les voies pour uneentente et un collaboration internationales plus fraternelles.Mais la vie de tous les j ours, le travail courant, avec leurs taches, leurs j oies et leursdecouvertes, se passent a l'interieur de chacun de nos groupes nationaux, entre collegues dela meme bibliotheque, de la meme ville, du meme pays. Le coude-a-coude est leur force, et,quelque fois, leur raison d'être. Qu'une revue bien i eux, capable d'examiner leurs cas propres,trouver des solutions a leurs difficultes particulieres, leur serve de stimulant. Leurs collegues" d'ailleurs," la grande famille de l'A.I.B.M. ne peuvent qu'en profiter. Ils souhaitent tous,j'en suis sCir, comme je le fais moi-merne, un tres brillant debut et une tres longue existence ala nouvelle revue.

p-moso-a--

L3 .....:

Introduction by A. Hyatt _Ing
The number of periodicals devoted to the work of music libraries is so few in any languagethat I feel a new one needs little by way of justification beyond a brief statement of its aims andaffiliations. The United Kingdom Branch of the International Association of Music Librarieswas inaugurated in March 1953, barely two years after its parent body came into formal existenceat the Paris Congress of July 1951. In recent years our Branch membership has remainedbetween 140 and iso—the largest of any country, except the United States. In the UnitedKingdom, which is so rich in music libraries, we have had, and still have, a notable variety ofmembers, representing many different types of professional interests. This has been fairlyreflected in our meetings and other activities during the last ten years.But meetings alone, especially when concentrated in the London area as many have had tobe, are scarcely enough to keep a Branch of a large Association in a flourishing state. Ajournal is needed to provide a tangible link between its members and a forum for their ideas andexperiences. When the Branch held a week-end conference at Birmingham in April 1963, thecommittee put to the annual general meeting a resolution that a journal be published. It wasunanimously accepted, and the first issue of BRIO is the result.As President of the United Kingdom Branch, and as a Past President of the InternationalAssociation of Music Libraries, it gives me great pleasure to write this introduction. The BranchCommittee is convinced that our present membership can be substantially increased. Memberscan help by showing BRIO to their friends in the profession and to those outside it, in the worldof music at large. Anyone who is a music librarian, part-time or whole time, but is not yet amember, will be assured of a warm welcome, as will also anyone who is a student librarian.Again, there may well be people who use music libraries regularly (as more and more are doing)and also would like to know more of our work. They too would be most welcome as members.I should like to emphasise that BRIO is in no sense in competition with FONTES ARTISMUSICAE, the international journal of the Association, but is, rather, complementary to it.I am sure that by aiming to help our national group to expand and cohere it will ultimatelystrengthen the international body. The second issue of BRIO is planned to appear in the autumnof 1964. A provisional list of its contents is given on page 21.The Committee and the Honorary Editor will be glad to receive suggestions for articles.We want to make BRIO lively, varied, informative, and progressive—a household word wherevermusic librarians meet and work. So let us have your active support, your ideas andconstructive criticism, and BRIO cannot fail to live up to its name.
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The Music Collections of PublicLibraries in the West Midlands
C. D. BATTY
This is an account based on recent statistical and evaluative studies of the music collections of the public librariesof the West Midlands, chiefly municipal libraries, with some reference to county libraries. Names and detailedfigures have not been included.*The West Midlands area includes five counties, three large cities, several county boroughs andmany smaller boroughs, one university and a number of other important academic institutions.The largest city, Birmingham, has one of the largest public library systems in the country, whoseeffect is necessarily felt by all the libraries in the area.A typical West Midlands library is of medium size, serving a population of about fifty tosixty thousand, with a stock of about sixty to eighty thousand volumes, of which about two percent (between twelve and fifteen hundred volumes) comprise the music collection. There isusually more music than books about music but most of it is piano and vocal scores of a fairlypopular nature. The number of miniature scores is low—hardly ever more than twohundred. The collection of reference books, not all of which are restricted for reference only,is good if unimaginative, comprising a dozen or so standard works, and in addition there maybe a special collection and perhaps a small collection of sets of parts, instrumental tutors andsimilar material. Almost certainly there will be no music librarian although there may be anassistant who is "fond of music." There is no gramophone record collection and little attempt "to organise any musical activity centring on the library or to effect liaison with an outside bodyfor the same purpose. Sometimes the library is used for record recitals even when there is norecord collection. This contrasts strangely with other libraries which have a separate musicsection, a record library and a specialist staff but no record recitals.There are vague plans for expansion in the fairly near future. Some of this may bebound up with local government boundary reorganisation but it is likely that the librarian orhis committee have woken up to the possibility of subject departments. Music is the first tospring to their minds, either because of its peculiar problems or because of its possible appealto existing social organisations. The expansion is usually in the direction of a gramophonerecord library and there is a pious hope that the music collection will expand with it because ofan increased demand from the public. Exactly why or how this demand will be expressed, orwhat the librarian will do to satisfy it is not clear; often, it seems, it will be in the way the musiccollection itself began—by calling in a music supplier and giving him carte blanche.Before examining West Midlands libraries as a whole in the light of this exemplar,perhaps some preliminary remarks should be made about county libraries since they form asmall group on their own with their own problems of demand, distribution and control. Thereis little that is extraordinary though much that is praiseworthy. Three counties haveseparate music departments with a specialist staff, and three, though not the same three, haverecord libraries. The largest county library has not a very high proportion of its total stockdevoted to music. Its record library was started as recently as 1962 and at the moment itscollection of records is smaller than one of the smallest of the municipal libraries whichestablished a record library only four years ago, in spite of the fact that its existence may bethreatened when the local government reorganises in 1964. However, this county library plansto extend its musical activities soon, presumably on the lines of other counties.
* Read to the weekend conference of the U.K. Branch at Birmingham on 21st April, 1963.
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These have, almost predictably, concentrated on educational aspects, catering for schools andsocieties, which receive special loan facilities and reduced subscription or free recordborrowing. Speech records figure largely in their collections, encouraged perhaps by theeducational interest. One county which publishes an off-set litho catalogue produces a separatecatalogue of speech and language records.The average music stock of the county systems is low in proportion to their total stock;in only one case is it as high as two per cent. The quality, however, is perceptibly higher thanit is in many municipal libraries. This may be due to two almost inseparable factors: the presenceof specialist staff at headquarters, and the county library system itself, a service extending overa wide area compelling a concentration of material on special subjects and inhibiting theduplication of anything more than the very minimum stock at the many service points. Thetwo smallest county libraries have very sensibly increased their range of material by taking outa subscription to the Henry Watson Music Library at Manchester, and in one case, to theLiverpool Music Library as well. It is significant that one of these libraries has the longestestablished of any public library record collection in the West Midlands, with one of the lowestsubscription rates, and one of the largest collections of sets of parts for songs and similarmaterial.The proportion of music in the total stock of municipal libraries varies from less than oneper cent, to six or seven; the average is about two per cent. In general the proportion rises asthe size of the library decreases. It has been remarked already that county libraries have a lowpercentage in this respect; this is shared by all but two of the large municipal libraries. (In theWest Midlands this means libraries with a stock of 80,000 volumes or over.) On the other handvery small libraries have a very high percentage indeed, and in the group of libraries with a stockof less than 35,000 volumes only two have a percentage lower than three. This can be accountedfor only be suggesting that the basic stock of music which public libraries feel obliged tomaintain is larger than that in other subjects, and further, that this basic stock is also felt to besufficient for the needs of a larger library, or the same library at a later stage in its growth. Thereis also the possible unwillingness of the librarian to revise and select his music stock without theaid of a specialist assistant. Without some external stimulus where he may be helped • byspecific requests he may well be tempted to leave what he considers well alone.One stimulus might be the presence or establishment of a record library. It is true thatof the seven municipal libraries in the West Midlands two have the highest proportion of musicstock for their size and one has by far the largest collection of miniature scores, and of the countylibraries those with well established record libraries have much the liveliest approach to theirstock and its use. Unfortunately this situation is not the rule. Two of the record collectionsbelong to libraries with a proportion of music stock well below the average and on the wholethe proportion in those libraries with record collections is not outstanding. There aremitigating circumstances, of course, (but when are there not?) and in general it would seem thatalthough the stimulus might be there, not all librarians are sensitive enough to feel it.Nor can it be said that the size of the music collection is affected by the type of communityserved by the library. Of two very similar towns of almost equal size, one has double the musicstock of the other, though it is this other that has a record library. Of four of the libraries withthe largest music collections, two serve a largely professional and middle class clientele and twoare situated in Black Country industrial boroughs. Of the two with the smallest musiccollections one is a county town and the other in the heart of the Potteries. In short, the pointshould now be clear that in spite of the wide range of types and sizes of libraries in the WestMidlands, differences among the music collections seem to reflect other determining factorsmore clearly—history, the librarian, the money, public interest or even the enterprise ofindividuals.A closer examination of the contents of the music collections is revealing. The typicallibrary, described above, has more music than books about music; the proportion is usually
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about double. Some libraries have nearly four times as many scores as books, largely pianoand vocal scores, with some, though little, other instrumental music. In one outstandingcase the position is entirely reversed. This is the only non-public library included in thissurvey, a subscription library to which reference will be made again. Of the total music stockof this library, which is about the average, less than one twentieth is vocal and piano scores,but nearly two thirds are miniature scores, largely for borrowing with the appropriate records.The books on music, including . reference books, rarely number more than a thou sand—usually between four and six hundred. This figure is surprisingly constant, in spite of thedifferent sizes of library. It is made up of a few books on jazz, numerous musical biographies,some simple books on thedry and technique, with some standard works (usually of the Proutvintage), some books on groups of instruments and even about particular instruments, and afew general reference works. There may also be a periodical or two. All libraries, as mightbe expected, have Grove's Dictionary and Scholes's Companion. Most (but only most) have theold Oxford History of Music (and less than half have the New Oxford History), Kobbe's CompleteOpera Book, the Barlow and Morgenstern thematic dictionaries or Sackville-West andShawe-Taylor's Record Guide. A few (but more than by now might be expected) have theWorld Encylopedia of Recorded Music, Loewenberg's Annals of Opera and Cobbett's Cyclopedia ofChamber Music. Only three libraries have the Sears and Crawford Song Index and only one hasDie Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart.The striking similarity of the collections of books on music prompts one or two reflections.The common reluctance of librarians to attempt attentive book selection in this field has resultedin the representation of a very conventional and almost out-of-date approach to the subject.A student learning from the works in one of these collections could hardly advance hiscomposition beyond the harmonic development of Mahler or Bruckner, or the counterpoint ofReger, and his attitude to musicology would be that of a contributor to the early Grove. Whatis noticeable is that a really first class book, even on a narrow topic, and perhaps with aspecialist bias, will nearly always be bought. A case in point is Anthony Baines' WoodwindInstruments. It is not perhaps that librarians never care, but that sometimes there is not enoughfirst class material available, outstanding enough to attract their attention and save them from thedismayed inaction that is the result of a multiplicity of second rate books.Very few musical periodicals are taken in West Midlands libraries. The commonest areThe Musical Times and The Gramophone, with Musical Opinion a tiring third. Apart from theBirmingham Reference Library, which takes all the best known and several of the less knownbut extremely valuable periodicals, few libraries take more than the one or two already mentioned.Again, apart from the Birmingham Reference Library, only one library binds any periodical atall, and then only The Gramophone. This attitude of most West Midlands libraries to their filesof The Gramophone is almost incomprehensible in view of the ubiquity of The Gramophonerecord catalogues. No library at all, it should be added, takes either Music Index or DieBibliographie des Musikschrifttums—not even the very large counties or cities.Few libraries have many miniature scores; indeed many collections are noticeably meagre.Except in the case of the subscription library there seems little assumption that even theborrowers of gramophone records will be interested; certainly this seems to be borne out inpractice. One library attempted to provide scores for all the records in its collection but gaveup the attempt on finding that the scores remained on the shelves. One medium sized librarywith a flourishing and well established record collection old enough to include 78's as well asLP's has only seventy miniature scores in the whole library.The gramophone record collections of West Midlands libraries are few in number: tenout of forty eight, but they are of a higher standard than might be expected. A popular sizeseems to be about 2,000 LP discs, with some 78's if the library is old enough. One city libraryis exceptional in having 7,500 discs. The oldest established collection is that of the subscriptionlibrary, which has been lending records since 1926. This type of library, of course, has always

made a point of attracting a public different from that of the municipal library, and a recordlibrary might not be so much brilliant foresight as an attempt to provide an amenity on thelevel of the lounge, the restaurant and the postal service. More likely that a generally moreintelligent and cultured public (and this must be accepted, surely, of such a library's public)demanded then what the general public is demanding now. Several libraries have begun to lendstereo records and one has gone so far as to provide tapes (and will continue, one supposes,until a tape comes back wiped clean).In spite of the Free Libraries Acts and their own opposition to any idea of charging for theloan of books, most librarians are reluctant to allow borrowers free access to gramophone records.The subscription library's members naturally pay for the privilige of borrowing, but only onepublic library (a county library) exacts neither subscription, deposit nor loan fee. It hashowever only 360 discs as yet. The others charge anything up to thirty shillings annualsubscription, or ten shillings deposit, or sixpence or a shilling per issue loan fee, or acombination of two of these, or, in one case, all three. Local variations demand special depositsfor non-resident borrowers, deposits on language records or deposits in lieu of guarantors'signatures.It is, of course, with the record library that most libraries' plans for expansion lie. Sevenlibraries without record collections expect to have them soon, usually in a new extension or anew building, and several existing record libraries look forward to substantial growth. One ortwo librarians, however, have set their faces against record collections altogether, either becausethere is already a record library nearby, or because they feel that more money would be neededthan they could easily be sure of.Of all sections of a library, music is the one most often concerned with outside organisationsand activities. The counties are very active in this direction, often combining music and drama.One county, in addition to associating with outside bodies for lectures and record recitals, givesrecord recitals of its own, lends its records, which it has at four branches as well as at head-quarters, free to all education authority groups and schools, and offers a more ample service thanusual to group borrowers. The municipal libraries are not so active. This is not entirely theirfault, since there seems little activity for them to associate with, or potential to explore (onepeculiarity of the West Midlands is that there seems to be little natural instinct for music making,compared with, say, the North and Wales) and nearly all extension work that does exist concernsitself with the canned music of the record library. One West Midlands library serving a notnoticeably " good " community, has managed to extend itself into the musical life of itscommunity in no uncertain way, following a general policy in favour of this kind of work. Thislibrary not only associates itself with outside bodies in the organisation of lectures, live concertsand record recitals but also organises all three kinds of activity itself.Opinion varies on the possible future of music and music collections in West Midlandslibraries—it ranges from self-satisfied gloom to radiant optimism, confident (even over-confident) that a potential exists and that the library has a chance, and a duty, as a catalyst, orperhaps even a reagent. One of the most important factors for change in some areas should bethe boundary re-organisation of the area to the west of Birmingham of small, old, well-established boroughs, many of which have fewer than thirty thousand inhabitants. The plan,effective from April, 1964, is to amalgamate them, grouping the smaller boroughs round the fivelargest, to create five new county boroughs with populations of one hundred thousand to onehundred and fifty thousand each. Already two possible lines of development can be traced:in one area amalgamation of boroughs on an equal footing is planned; in another, a straighttakeover by the largest borough of its smaller neighbours. In the one case there is enthusiasmand a certain optimism; in the other a grim determination on the part of the smaller boroughsto resist to the last solicitor's fee and a strong hope that what is put off long enough may neverhappen. Feeling of this sort is felt throughout the departments of the authority, affecting theirwork and plans, the library not least of all. Elsewhere development in most libraries seems linked
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with the establishment of a record library, and somewhere behind that is the vague idea thatsome revision and development of the music collection might be useful, and perhaps a littleliaison with outside bodies. There is one possible exception.Reference has already been made to the geographical and social significance of Birmingham'sposition in the West Midlands, and also to the fact that because of its size nearly all thelibraries in the area live under its metaphorical shadow. There is no reason why they should notallow themselves to be affected by it; it is generally accepted that great libraries have a widerresponsibility than to their own citizens. This dependence on, or at the least, awareness ofthe resources of the Birmingham Reference Library can be seen in most other subjects, but notat the moment in music. Birmingham has never had a music collection of the calibre of theHenry Watson Library or the Music Library of Liverpool; its collection is naturally larger thanthose of its neighbours, but not noticeably more specialised or comprehensive. It is significantthat two libraries in the area subscribe to the Henry Watson Library and one to the LiverpoolMusic Library. With the establishment of a music and record library in the planned newCentral Library in Birmingham (and presumably the long overdue appointment of a musiclibrarian) it is to be hoped that before long Birmingham will adopt a more positive role in theWest Midlands music library world, and that one of the features of the development of WestMidlands music collections will be a closer integration of professional activity, not necessarilya formal integration, with Birmingham as a natural geographical and professional centre, akind of focus. Perhaps integration of this sort might give the West Midlands the impetus itseems to need, and which individual librarians here and there have found so valuable.The next five years should see nearly half the West Midlands libraries with record collectionsand nearly a quarter with separate music departments and specialist staff. That is internaldevelopment. It may well be that the consequent public awareness of the possibilities of publiclibraries in this field, together with the social and geographical changes in the Black Countryand the establishment at last of a potential public library focus for music library activity, mayencourage, even compel, the librarian to develop outwards into the musical life of the community.

Coloured Cards for Musicin the Bodleian
MEREDITH M. MOON
When I took charge of the music section at the Bodleian library, Oxford, I soon realised that Iwould have .to revise the entire music catalogue for the existing one was often inaccurate andinadequate in detail. It was fast becoming impossible to file it in any sort of order. Itherefore devised a system which is, I believe, accurate and efficient, and answers the somewhatpeculiar needs of the Bodleian. Its most distinctive feature is the use of coloured cards and assuch has aroused some interest. These determine not only the logical structure of the catalogue,but also by means of various simple groupings its secondary characteristics as an informationsystem.Before describing the system itself I should like to mention a few of the domestic factorswhich I felt obliged to take into consideration. Firstly, the Bodleian is a copyright library-it is also old. As such its collection ranges from the greatest rarities to rock bottom ephemera.The latter are not included in the main music catalogue, but we have arrangements by the tonContinued on page seventeen
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ALSEN, ElsaVESPER, EDWARD. Elsa Alsen. RC vol. 15 no. 1.Feb., pp. 5-12.
AMERICAMOLNAR, JOHN W. A collection of music in colonialVirginia: the Ogle inventory. MQ vol. 49 no. 2.April, pp. 250-162.
SAI3IN, ROBERT. Some younger American composers.T no. 64. Spring, pp. 25-28.
ANALYSISWALKER, ALAN. Back to the couch. Alan Walkerdefends his views on analysis. MMu vol. n no. so.June, pp. 20 and 53.
ANTHEMDEANS, EDWARD S. The" S.A.B." anthem. Cho vol. 54no. 5. May, pp. 80-83.DEANS, EDWARD s. What is an " easy " anthem?Further considerations. Cho vol, 54 no. 6. June,pp. 98-200.
BACH, Johann SebastianEMERY, WALTER. A note On the history of Bach'sCanonic Variations. MT vol. 104 no. 1,439. Jan.,PP, 32-33.FARLEY, C. Some humorous aspects of J. S. Bach.Cho vol. 54 no. 1. Jan., pp. '5-16.
LALANDI, LINDA. The English Bach festival. MT vol.104 no. 1,444 June, p. 413.REYNOLDS, MICHAEL. Bach goes to Oxford. (On theFestival.) MMu vol. I no. so. June, p. 13.
STEINITZ, PAUL. A visit to the Bach country. (Thuringia,E Germany.) MT . vol. 104 no. 1,440. Feb., pp.I0a4sta n d

WILLIAMS, PETER F. J. S. Bach and English organmusic. ML vol. 44 no. 2. April, pp. 140-15I.
BALLETBARNES, CLIVE. French ballet. R vol. 8 no. 2. April,PP. 1-4.
BART6K, BelaSZIGETI, JOSEPH. Working with Bartok. MMu vol.II no. 8. April, pp. 8 and 9.
BASS (String Bass)CARROLL, IDA. The double bass. MTe vol. 42 no. I.Jan., pp. 23 and 29.
BEETHOVEN, Karl vanGRUNEBERG, R. Karl van Beethoven's suicide attempi:a re-assessment. MT vol. 104 no. 1,441. March, pp.180-182.
BEETHOVEN, Ludwig vanCOOKE, DERYCK. The unity of Beethoven's late quartets.MR vol. 24 no. 1. Feb., pp. 30-49.
SCHWARZ, BORIS. More Beethoveniana in SovietRussia. MQ vol. 49 no. 2. April, pp. 143-149.
TYSON, ALAN. Beethoven's " Kakadu " Variations andtheir English history. MT vol. 104 no. 1,440. Peb.,pp. 108-no.
TYSON, ALAN. Beethoven's " Pathetique " sonata andits publisher. MT vol. 504 no. 5,443. May, pp. 333and 334.
BERG, AlbanKLEIN, JOHN W. " Wozzeck "-a summing-up. MLvol. 44 no. 2. April, pp. 132-139.
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BERKELEY, LennoxDICKINSON, PETER. BerkeleY on the keyboard. MMuvol. n no. 8. April, pp. io, xx and 58.DICKINSON, PIXER. The music of Lennox Berkeley.MT vol. 104 no. 2,443. May, PP. 327-33o.
BERLIOZ, HectorWILSON, MICHAEL I. Berlioz today. MO vol. 86 no.2,027. April, pp. 339 and 401.
BERNSTEIN, LeonardBAKER, GEORGE. What are they like at home? LeonardBernstein. MTe vol. 42 110. 4. April, pp. 159 and 181.PALATSKY, GENE. Genius Leonard Bernstein, inc.MMu vol. II no. 6. Feb., pp. 8 and 9.
13LIND, Music for theHOARE, ROBERT. New apparatus for a new occasion.(On being a blind music teacher.) MTe vol. 42 no. 1.Jan, P. 27.
BLITHEMAN, WilliamSTEVENS, DENIS. William Blitheman. MT vol. 104 no.1,439. Jan, P. 37.
BLOW, JohnRUFF, LILLIAN H. Dr Blow's "Rules for Composition ".MT vol. 204 no. 1,441. March, pp. 184 and 185.
BOLSHOI THEATRE, MoscowANON. The Bolshoi and its problems. (Translated byM. Lavery from " Sovietskaya Muzika," slightlyshortened.) Op vol. 14110. 3. March, pp. 149-155.LAVERY, MARK. The Bolshoi controversy. Op vol. 14no. 5. May, pp. 309 and 310.
BOULEZ, Pierre
BRADSHAW, SUSAN AND BFsNNET, RICHARD RODNEY. Insearch of Boulez MMu vol. xi no. 5. Jan., pp. 10-13.
BOWEN, YorkFRANK, JONATHAN. Recognition of York Bowen. MOvol. 86 no. 1,oz8. May, pp. 465 and 467.
BRAHMS, JohannesVANSON, FREDERIC. Brahms's Four Serious Songs. Anoble achievement. Cho vol. 54 no. 6. June, p. 104.
BRITTEN, BenjaminCROZIER, ERIC. Writing an opera. (Britten's "BillyBudd.") ME vol. 26 no. 1. Jan., pp. 209-111
BULL, JohnDART, THURSTON. Purcell and Bull. MT vol. 204.Jan., pp. 30 and 31: April, pp. 25z and 253.
BURGHLEY HOUSEcutswowrx, CHARLES. The music at Burghley House.MT vol. 104 no. 1,444. June, p. 412.
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BYRD, WilliamANDREWS, H. K. Printed sources of William Byrd's"Psalmes, sonets and songs". ML vol. 44 no. 2. Jan.,pp. 5-2o.JACKMAN, JAMES L. titurgical aspects of Byrd's" Gradualia ". MQ vol. 49 no. 2. Jan., pp. 17-37. -
CALLAS, Maria MeneghiniBAKER, FRANK GRANVILLE. Portraits by Callas. MMuvol. II no. 9. May, pp. 6 and 7.
CHABRIER, EmmanuelDELAGE, ROGER. Emmanuel Chabrier in Germany.MQ vol. 49 no. I. Jan, PP. 75-84.
CHINAPAGE, FREDERICK. Music in China. MT vol. 204 no.1,443, May, pp. 331 and 332.
CHOPIN, FredericHEDLEY, ARTHUR. Chopin, a false tradition? MMuvol. II no. 6 Feb., pp. to and 11.
CHORAL MUSICCASHMORE, DONALD. This choir business, 4: Choosingthe sixteenth century. MT vol. 104 no. 1,442. April,pp. 28I and z8z.COLEMAN, HENRY. Ex-cathedral choristers. MO vol.86 no. 1,029. June, p. 547.DALY, JON and OVENS, IVAN. Room for the angels.Plight of a famous song school. (St Mary of the Angels.)Cho vol. 54 no. 6. June, pp. III and liz.KNAGGS, GODFREY. " Pop " music in church-anexperience. MO vol. 86 no. 1,025. Feb., pp. 293 and295.ROWNTREE, RALPH K. This singing business, and placeswhere they sing. Cho vol. 54 no. I. Jan., pp. 4-6.SPRATT, PERCY. The choir fund. Cho vol. 54 no. 2.Feb., pp. 31 and 32.STERRETT, NORMAN. Why have boys? MO vol. 86no. I,oz6. March, pp. 353 and 355.THOMPSON, KENNETH. English choral music in 1863.An unrewarding period? Cho vol. 54 no. 4. April, pp.66-68.
COMPOSERSEVANS, COLIN. Young composers in a modern world.Co no. xx. Spring, pp. z and 3.
CONCERTSBARNES, CLIVE. Concert chaos. MMu vol. ii no.Feb., p. 14.
" CONCRETE " MUSICPEARSALL, RONALD. Musique concrete and tradition.MO vol. 86 no. 1,029. June, pp. 531 and 533.

COPLAND, AaronPLAISTOW, STEPHEN. Some notes on,Copland's nonet.T no. 64. Spring, pp. 6-n.
DALLAM, Family of
STUBINGTON, HUSKISSON. More about the Dallams inBrittany. 0 vol. 42 no. 167. Jan., pp. 155-162.
DALLAPICCOLA, LuigiBOUSTEAD, ALAN. Dallapiccola's "Night Flight." Opvol. 14 no. 6. June, pp. 383 and 384.
EAST, Sylvia CeliaBAKER, GEORGE. What are they like at home? SylviaCelia East. MTe vol. 42 no. 6. June, p. 242.
ECCLES, JohnLINCOLN, sToDDABD. The first setting of Congreve's" Semele " (by J. Eccles). ML vol. 44 no. 2. April,pp. 103-117.
ELGAR, Sir EdwardBROWN, PETER. Music in concert. (On Elgar's "Dreamof Gerontius".) Cho vol. 54 no. 6. June, pp. 100-102.MOORE, JERROLD N. An Elgar discography. (Includingessays on Elgar.) RS vol. 2 no. 9. Jan., pp. 1-48.
ENGRAVINGPYNE, R. Music engraving. MTe vol. 42 no. 4. April,p. 172.
FAURE, GabrielBOYD, MALCOLM. Faure's Requiem: a re-appraisal.MT vol. 104 no. 1,444. June, pp. 408 and 409.
FIELD, John
HIBBA3.RD, TREVOR DAVIES. John Field's Rondea.ux On"Speed the Plough ". MR vol. 24 no 2 May, PP-139-246.
FLAGSTAD, KirstenHOPE-WALLACE, PHILIP. Farewell to Flagstad. MMuvol. ix no. 6. Feb., p.15.VANSON, FREDERIC. Kirsten Flagstad, 1895-1962, avaledictory tribute. Cho vol. 54 no. 3. March, pp. 42

a n d 4

FOLK MUSICANON. International directory of folk music recordarchives, compiled by the International Folk MusicCouncil. RS vol. z no. x 0/ ix. April/July, pp. 103-114.
-  JewishSTONELEY, HERBERT. An ancient Hebrew melody.Was it sung in the time 9f our Lord? (On the tune" Leoni.") Cho vol. 54 no. 1. Jan., P.7- -
WESTBROOK, FRANCIS B. "The God of AbrahamPraise." (On " Leoni.") Cho vol. 54 no. 2.. Feb.,PP. 34 and 35.

NegroWESTBROOKE, FRANCIS B, Negro spirituals, uninhibitedworks of art. Cho vol. 54 no. 6.. June, pp. 97 and 98.
-  OrientalBORNOFF, JACK. Technical media in the preservationand dissemination of classical traditional music of theOrient and folk music of the Orient and the Occident.RS vol. 2 no. 10/I l. April/July, pp. 50-66.CROSSLEY-HOLLAND, PETER. The role of the preservationand dissemination of the folk and classical muSic ofthe orient. RS vol. 2 no. xo/II. April/July, pp. 67-102.
FRICSAY, FerencMENUHIN salutes Fricsay. (Obituary.) MMu vol. ixno. 8. April, p. 17.
FURBER, JamesHARFIELD, BERNARD L. James Furber, violin maker,London, circa 1770. S vol. 73 no. 875. March, pp.415-417.
GABRIELI, GiovanniHUDSON, FREDERICK. Giovanni Gabrieli's "Motet15, In ecclesiis " from " Symphoniae sacrae, Liber II,1615 ". MR vol. 24 no. 2. May, pp. 130-133.
GAGLIANO, JanuariusANON. Januarius Gagliano. S vol. 73 no. 876. April,PP- 438 and 439.
GAY, JohnGOBERMAN, MAX. Mr John Gay's "The Beggar's Opera".MR vol. 24110. I. Feb., Pp. 3-12.
GIBBONS, OrlandoVANSON, FREDERIC. Notable British organists. OrlandoGibbons 1583-1625. Cho vol. 54 no. 5. May, pp. 87and 88.
QILBER.T AND SULLIVANFORD, ADRIAN. Gilbert, " Engaged " and Sullivan;GiSJ vol. 8 no. n. May, p. x66. .  .HILTON, GEORGE W. "The Mikado" American copy-right, 1885. GiSJ vol. 8 no. II. May, pp. 267 and 168.PRESTIGE, coLnl. The libretti of W. S. Gilbert. GiSJvol. 8 no. 1o. Jan., 146.REES, TERENCE. New light on " Thespis.". GiSJ vol.8 no. IO. Jan., 1963, pp. 140 and 141.
GRANCINO, Giovanni B.ANON. Giovanni Baptista Grancino. (Violin andcello maker.) S vol. 74 no. 877. May, pp 6, 7 and 27.
GREAT BRITAINTHOMPSON, KENNETH. The limbo of British music.MO vol. 86 M 1,024. Jan., pp. 205 and 207.
GREECE
LIPPMAN, EDWARD A. The SOUICeS and development ofthe ethical view of music in ancient Greece. MQ vol.49 no. z. April, pp. 288-209.
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GUITAR
HEARTZ, DANIEL. An Elizabethan tutor for the guitar.
GaSJ vol. 16. May, pp. 3-21
GYROWETZ, Adalbert
DOERNBERG, ERWIN. Adalbert Gyrowetz. ML vol. 44
no. I. Jan., pp. 21-30.
HANDEL, George Frederick
DEAN, wrigroN. Handel's "Giulio Cesare." MT vol.
104 no. 1,444. June, PP. 402-404.
MATTHEWS, BETTY. The Handel portrait at St Giles. ML
vol. 44 no. I. Jan., PP. 43-45-
SHAW, wAncnis. The" Sterndale Bennett " manuscript
score of "Messiah". ML vol. 44 no. 2. April, pp.
118-122.
HARMONY
BULLIVANT, ROGER. The nature of chromaticism. I .
MR vol. 24 no. 2. May, pp. 97-129.
JORGENSEN, DALE. A resume of harmonic dualism. ML
vol. 44 no. 1. Jan., pp. 31-42.
HARP -
RIMMER, JOAN. James Talbot's manuscript. (Christ
Church Library Music MS 1,187.) VI: Harps. GaSJ
vol. 16. May, pp. 63-72.
HOLST, Gustav
WARRACK, JOHN. A new look at Gustav Holst. MT
vol. 104 no. 1,440. Feb., pp. 100-103.
HORN
FITZPATRICK, HORACE. Some historical notes On the
horn in Germany and Austria. GaSJ vol. 16. May, pp.
33-48.HOWELLS, Herbert
WARRACK, JOHN. Profile: Herbert Howells. Co no.
xi. Spring, pp. 25 and 26.
HYMNS
HOWELL, DAVID. The methodist hymn-book in use. A
survey. Cho vol. 54 no. 5. May, pp. 88 and 89.
TRICK.ETT, KENNETH. The making of a new hymn-book.
The words: general principle. Cho vol. 54 no. 3.
March, pp. 45 and 46: no. 4. April, pp. 6o-6z: no. 6.
June, pp. 105 and 106.
INSTRUMENTS
TEAHAN, JOHN. A  list of Irish instrument makers.
GaSJ vol. 16. May, pp. 28-32.
INTERPRETATION
SADIE, STANLEY. Editors, performers and composers.
MT vol. 104 no. 1,441. March, p. 182.
KODALY, Zoltan
MITCHELL, DONALD. Patriotism is not enough. (On
Kodaly.) MT vol, 104 no. 1,439. Jan,/ PP. 34 and 35.
12

KftENEK, Ernst
DICKINSON, PETER. Kienek's organ sonata. MT vol.
104 no. 1,439. Jan., 1313. 54 and 55.
LEES, Benjamin
COOKE, DERYCK. The recent music of Benjamin Lees.
T no. 64. Spring, pp. I -2I.
LEMNITZ, Tiana
SEELIGER, RONALD. Tiana Lemnitz. RC vol. 25 no. 2
April, pp. 29-43.
LEONCAVALLO, Ruggiero
LAON, JACQUES ALAIN. Leoncavallo's " La Boheme ". A
synopsis. RC vol. 15 no. 3/4. May, pp. 81-85.
LOEWE, Carl
PORTER, E. G. The ballads of Carl Loewe. MR vol. 24
110. 2. May, pp. 134-138.
MARCOUX, Vanni
SHAWE-TAYLOR, DESMOND. Vantli MarCOUX. Op Vol.
14 no. 3. March, pp. 156-162.
MARTINO, Bohuslav
CLAPHAM, JOHN. Martinet's instrumental. style. MR
vol. 24 no. 2. May, pp. 158-167.
MEDIEVAL MUSIC
GUNDRY, INGLIS. Medieval church drama. Some
practical considerations. MT vol. 104 no.
March, pp. 183 and 184.
MELLERS, Wilfred
HENDERSON, ROBERT. The music of Wilfred Mellers.
Tradition and necessity. MT vol. 104 no. 1,441.
March, pp. 278 and 179.*
MESSIAEN, Olivier
QUENETAIN, TANNEGUY DE. Messiaen, poet of nature.
MMu vol. II no. 9. May, pp. 8-12.
MEYER, Kerstin
MARTIN, FRANCIS. Kerstin Meyer, Sweden's lyric
actress. MMu vol. II no. 8. April, p. 16.

2,441!

MILNER, Anthony
BRADBURY, ERNEST. The progress of Anthony Milner.
MT vol. 204 no. IA .  June, PP. 405 and 406.
FINZI, CHRISTOPHER. The music of Anthony .Milner.
MO vol. 86 no. 1,026. March, pp. 333 and 335,
STEVENS, DENTS. Miler's "The water and the fire".
MT vol. 104 no. 1,440. Feb., pp. 106 and 107.
MONTEVERDI, Claudio
ARNOLD, DENIS. "  L'Incoronazione di Poppea " and
its orchestral requirements. MT vol. 204 no. 1,441.
March, pp. 176-178.

ARNOLD, DENTS. The Monteverdi Vespers-a post-
script, MT vol. 104 no. 1,439. Jan, pp. 24 and 25.
MOSCOW •  •
SOSKICE, PETER D. Musk in Moscow. ME vol. 26 no.
299. Jan., p. 208.
MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus
EISLEY, IRVING R. Mozart and connterpoint: develop-
ment and synthesis. MR vol. 24110. I. Feb., pp. 23-29.
STADLEN, PETER. Turkish delight. (On Mozart's piano
sonata in A major, K.331; last movement "  alla
turca ".) MT vol. 104 no. 1,439.. Jan, P. 33.
MUSIC
HAMILTON, 'AIN. Perspectives and focus. • T no. 64.
Spring, pp. 2 I -25 .
PORTER, E. G. What is melody? MO vol. 86 no. 2,026.
March, p. 342: no. 1,027.. April, p. 403.
PRITCHARD, JOHN. Playing it modern: (On modern
music in concerts.) MMu vol. Ii no. 5. Jan., pp. 9
and 58.
STIFF, WILFRED, Playing it modern. (On •modern
music in .concerts).. MMu -vol. xi no.'. Jan., p. 8.
srucxE.NscHmiar, H. H. Contemporary techniques in
music. MQ vol. 49 no. I. Jan., pp. 1-16,
MUSICOLOGY
WALKER, ALAN. Authenticity-a musicological myth.
MO vol. 86 no. 1,025. Feb., pp. 273 and 274.
MUSSORGSKY, Modest Petrovich
KLEIN, JOHN w. Mussorgsky's "  Khovanshchina."
MO vol. 86 no. 1,029. June, pp. 529 and 531.
NATIONAL YOUTH ORCHESTRA
STANFIELD, M. B. • The rising generation. (Candidates
for the National Youth Orchestra.) S vol. .73 no. 873.
Jan., 1963, pp. 325 and 327.
ORGAN
DAY, FRANK H. The care of organs in country churches,
and diocesan organ advisory committees. MO vol. 86
no. 2,029. June, P. 545.
DAY, FRANK H. Captain Lindsay Garrard, organ
builder of Lechlade (Glos.). 2905-24. 0  vol. 42 no.
168. April, pp. 186-194.
EYRE, EDMUND. Autolycus II: Raising the wind. MO
vol. 86 no. 1,025. Feb., p. 295.
PARLEY, C. Hot pies or hautboys. (On organs.) Cho
vol. 54 no. 3. March, PP. 47 and 48.
GIFFARD, T. A. w. A three-manual reed organ. MO
vol. 86 no. 1,026. March, pp. 355 and 357,
INGLIS, JAMES. Voices in the organ. MO vol. 86 no.
2,029. June, P. 549. -  •
JACK, MICHAEL. The power complex. (On organists.)
MO vol. 86 no. 1,027. April, p.4.19.

.JONES, ALAN. Choosing an electronic organ. VOI. 42
no. x68. April, pp. 176-185.
WHITE, PETER A. "  Battle " of the organs, Pipe versus
electro-magnetic. Cho vol. 54 no. 3. March, p. 51.
-  Particular Organs
BARNARD, L. S. The organ in Ampleforth Abbey. 0
vol. 42 no. 267. Jan., pp. 131-137.
ExGos, E. POWER. The Flentrop organ in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. 0  vol. 42 no. 168. April, pp. 204-220.
BOOTMAN, RALPH F. Enfield, Middlesex, its parish
churches and their organs. 0  vol. 42 no. 168. April,
pp. 195-203.
CLARK, PETER H. The organ of Huyton Parish Church.
0 vol. 42 no. 168. April, pp. 2 I I -217.
CLARKE, PETER E. The organ of St Oswald's Church,
Netherton, Bootle, Lancs. MO vol. 86 no. 1,028.
May, PP. 481, 483 and 485.
CONSTABLE, L. G. The organ in Holy Trinity Church,
Karachi, Pakistan, 0  vol. 42 no. 167. Jan., pp. 15°-
154
DAVISON, NIGEL. I n  summertime on Bredon. (The
organ in Bredon.) 0  vol. 42 no. 167. Jan., pp. 138-
141.
ELVIN, LAURENCE. Organ notes: Highbury Congrega-
tional Church, Cheltenham. Cho vol. 54 no. x. Jan.,
pp. 17-19.
ELVIN, LAURENCE. Organ notes: Nottingham Univer-
sity and its organ. Cho vol. 54 no. 5 May, PP. 94-96.
ELVIN, LAURENCE. Organ notes: St John's Church,
Mansfield. Cho vol. 54 no. 3. March, pp. 52-54.
GALLAGHER, E. w. The organ in the Cathedral Church
of the Holy Spirit, Guildford. 0  vol. 42 no. 167. Jan.,

P113RAY PETER,  113-124.PE H R LE. Parkinson at the Console. (The
Snetzler-Hill organ at Beverley Minster.) MT vol. 204
no. 1,444. June, PP. 432 and 433.
HYATT, DAVID. The organ in the church of St Aidan,
Leeds. MO vol. 86 no. 2,025. Feb., pp. 289 and 291.
HER, JOHN. The organ in St Jude's Church, Thornton
Heath, Surrey. The challenge of a 1930 organ. 0
vol. 42 no. 167. Jan., pp. 143-149.'
O'CONNEL, N. The organ in Ounclle School chapel. MO
vol. 86 no. 1,027. April, pp. 417 and 419.
OLIVER,. D. J. The organ of St George's Church,
Dunster. 0  .vol. 42 no. i68. April, pp. 167-175.
RIGBY, EVAN. John Avery and Stroud Parish Church.
0 vol. 42 no. 167. Jan., pp. 125-130.
WILLIAMS, DAVID T. The organ in Llangyfelach
(Glamorgan) parish church. MO vol. 86 no. 1,024.
Jan., pp. 225 and 227.
OXFORD
JARVIS, DONALD. The musical life of Oxford. Famous
musicians and their careers.. Cho vol. 54 no. 6. June,
pp. 113-115.
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PANORMO, Vincenzo
ANON. Vincenzo Panormo. (Violin maker.) S vol. 73
no. 873. Jan., pp. 318, 319 and 342.
PARTCH, Harry
MELLERS, WILFRID. An American aboriginal. T no. 64.
Spring, pp. z-6.
PATTI, Adelina
CAUTER, LUCIEN VAN. Adelina Patti in Brussels. RC
vol. 15 no. 2. April, pp- 45-47.
PEARSALL, Robert
ANON. A  Victorian madrigalist: Robert Pearsall.
Cho. vol. 54 no. T. Jan., p. 6.
PERCUSSION
BISS, RODERICK. Percussion: Notation. Co no. ii.
Spring, pp. 27 and 28.
BLADES, JAMES. Orchestral percussion: The instru-
ments: their maintenance and technical aspect. MTe
vol. 42 no. 3. March, pp. iT9 and 238.
PITFIELD, THOMAS. Percussion: A  new kind of
xylophone, the patterphone. Co no. ii. Spring, pp.
28 and 29,
PIANOFORTE
ANON. The piano in the pupil's home. The teacher's
responsibility for its condition. MTe vol. 42 no. T.
Jan., pp. 13 and 2T.
PIPES
MEGAW, J. V. S. A  medieval bone pipe from White
Castle, Monmouthshire. GaSJ vol. 16. May, pp.
85-94.
PIZZETTI, Ildebrando
WATERHOUSE, JOHN C. G. Pizzetti the pioneer. R vol. 8
110. 2. April, pp. 5-7.
POKORNY, Beate
BARBOUR, J. MURRAY. Pokorny vindicated. MQ vol. 49
no. T. Jan., pp. 38-58.
PORTUGAL
STANFIELD, m.s., Towards a musical resurgence. (On
recent musical evolution in Portugal.) S vol. 73 no.
874. Feb., pp. 377-379.
POULENC, Francis
APRAHAMIAN, FELIX. Poulenc, Cocteau, and Monte
Carlo. R vol. 8 no. T. Jan., pp. 7-9.
LOCKSPEISER, Edward. Poulenc and his music. R vol.
8 no. 2. April, pp. 7-9.
ROREM, NED. Poulenc-a memoir. T  no. 64. Spring,
pp. 28-33.
14

PROKOFIEV, Serge
RAYMENT, MALCOLM. Chicago oranges. (On Prokofiev's
opera "Love of three Oranges ".) MMu vol. II no. 8.
April, pp. iz and 13.
szTom, JOSEPH. The Prokofiev I knew. MMu vol. I
no. To. June, p. To.
PURCELL, Henry
DART, THURSTON. Purcell and Bull. MT vol. 104.
Jan., pp. 30 and 31: April, pp. 252 and 253.

QUANTZ, Johann Joachim
REILLY, EDWARD. R. Quanta on national styles in
music. (Translated and annotated by Edward R.
Reilly.) MQ vol. 49 no. 2. April, pp. 163-187.
RAMSEY, Robert
THOMPSON, EDWARD. Robert Ramsey. MQ vol. 49
no. 2. April, pp. 210-224.
RECORDER
BERGMAN, WALTER. Playing G.P. Telemann: Wedding
Divertissement for recorder and piano. RMM vol.
no. T. May, pp. 5-7.
HUNT, EDGAR. The bass recorder. The. renaissance
bass. RMM vol. T no.,. May, pp. 10-12.

RECORDS AND RECORDING -
DAVIS, MARGARET. Record retailing as a career. ME
vol. 27 no. 301. May, pp. 6z and 63.
FORD, PETER. History of sound recording. III: The
evolution of magnetic recording. RS vol. 2 no. To/,I.
April/July, pp. I I 5-123.
MOORE, JERROLD N. AND WITTEN, LAURENCE C. The
Columbia Grand Opera Records, 1903. RC vol. 15
no. 3-4. May, pp. 53-71.
EDNEY, ERIC. The matrix mystery. (On matrix
numbers and recording speed.) RC vol. 15 no. T. Feb.,
1313. 14-18.
WARD, JOHN. The Gramophone and Typewriter
Company matrix series (1898-1907). RC vol. 15 no.
3/4. May, pp. 72-80.
ROMAN, Johan Helmich
WILSHERE, JONATHAN E. O. Johan Helmich Roman
(1694-1758). "The father of Swedish music." MO
vol. 86 no. T,028. May, pp. 469 and 471.
ROSSINI, Gioacchino
HAMMOND, TOM. Rossini and "Le Comte Ory".
Op vol. 14 no. 2. Feb., 1313. 76-79-
ROYAL PHILHARMONICSOCIETY
ELKIN, ROBERT. The Royal Philharmonic Society's
T5oth anniversary. MTe vol. 42 no. 3, March, p. 217.

RUSSIA
DODGSON, STEPHEN. Russian journal. Co no. II.
Spring, pp. 4-8 and 25.
SCHINDLER, Anton F.
MACARDLE, DONALD W. Anton Felix Schindler, friend
of Beethoven. MR vol. 24 no. T. Feb., pp. 50-74.
SCHOOL MUSIC
ALTON, E. An orchestra in the classroom. ME vol. 27
no. 301. May, p. 61.
ANON. Signposts to the future. (On "Equipping the
music department in school and studio") MTe vol. 42
no. 6. June, p. ix (supplement).
COX, NOEL. Equipment in junior schools. MTe vol.
42 no. 5. May, pp. xiii and xiv (supplement).
COX, NOEL. Equipment in secondary schools. MTe
vol. 42 no. 6. June, pp. vii and x (supplement).
COX, NOEL. Musical equipment for schools. MTe vol.
42 no. 5. May, p. iii (supplement).
HERSOM, HERBERT. The recorder in school. Some
thoughts on why and how. RMM vol. T no. T. May,
pp. 8 and 9.
HOSIER, JOHN. Television joins sound in B.B.C.
primary school broadcasts. ME vol. 27 no. 300.
March, pp. 20-22.
JACKSON, SARA. Truly rural? (On Rural Music
Schools.) ME vol. 26 no. T. Jan., pp. 213 and 214.
MACDONALD, MALCOLM. The Use of the tape recorder.
MTe vol. 42 110. 6. June, p. iii (supplement).
MARTIN, IRENE. Music for assembly. What shall I
play? Cho vol. 54 no. 6. June, pp. iiz and 123.
ROBERTS, RONALD. Making and playing. (On musical
instruments in schools.) ME vol. 27 no. 300. March,
1313. 23-25.
STUART, LETTICE. Children at Trinity College. ME vol.
27 no. 302. May, pp. 59 and 6o.
WELTON, L. J. The school music library. MTe vol. 42
no. 6. June, pp. v and x (supplement): no. 7. July,p. -287.
WINN, CYRIL. Report on music in secondary schools.
MTe vol. 42 no. 2. Feb., p. 73: no. 3. March, pp.
125 and 237: no. 4. April, pp. 267 and 184.
SCHUBERT, Franz
PORTER, ERNEST. Schubert's appoggiaturas: a further
note. MT vol. 104 no. 2,440. Feb., pp. 'To and III.
SCOTT, Cyril
BAKER, GEORGE. What are they like at home? Cyril
Scott. MTe vol. 42 no. T. Jan., p. 29.
SERIAL MUSIC
NOBLE, JEREMY. Serialism-an alternative language?
MMu vol. ii. no. 8. April, p. 22.
PIKE, ALFRED. The time set as a rhythmic agent for the
series. MR vol. 24 no. 2. May, pp. 168-175.

SHAW, George Bernard
BOURKE, GERARD. G. B. S. as musk critic. MO vol. 86
no. 1,028. May, pp. 463 and 465.
SHUARD, Amy
MASON, ERIC. Amy Shuard. R vol. 8 no. T. Jan., pp.
13 and 14.
SIBELIUS, Jean
JACOBS, ROBERT L. Sibelius' "Lemminkainen and the
Maidens of Saari ". MR vol. 24 no. 2. May, pp. 147-257.
SINGING
CELLETTI, RODOLFO. Mezzo-sopranos and contraltos.
Op vol. 24 no. 6. June, pp. 375-382.
SPAIN
HEARTZ, DANIEL. A  Spanish "Masque of Cupid".
MQ vol. 49 no. T. Jan, pp. 59-74.
STRAVINSKY, Igor
FRANK, JONATHAN. Tantalising octogenarian. MO
vol. 86 no. 1026. March, pp. 337, 339 and 341.
SYMPHONY
vn.rroN, JOHN. The development section in early
Viennese symphonies: a re-valuation. MR vol. 24 no.
T. Feb., pp. 23-22.
TEACHING
ANON. Thoughts of a teacher on examination work.
MTe vol. 42 no. 3. March, pp. TI3 and 138.
DAVIS, GORDON. Visual aids in the teaching of musical
appreciation. MTe vol. 42 zio. 6. June, pp. i and ix
(supplement).
LOWERY, H. The equipment of the music room. MT
vol. 42 no. 5. May, pp. v and xiv (supplement).
SMITH, DOROTHY M. An integrated music schem
I: infant. MTe vol. 42 no. T. Jan., pp. 20 and 21.
TESTORE, Carlo G.
ANON. Carlo Giuseppe Testore. (Violin maker). S
vol. 73 no. 875. March, pp. 398, 399, and 419.
TIMPANI "
BLADES, JAMES. The timpani. A survey of the instru-
ments, their upkeep and the technical approach. MTe
vol. 42 no. 2. Feb., pp. 71 and 87.
TIPPETT, Michael
ATKINSON, N. T. " A Child of our Time." MO vol. 86
no. 2,029. June, pp. 527 and 529.
KLEIN, JOHN W. Some reflections on "King Priam".
MO vol. 86 no. 2,025. Feb., p. 273.
TREGIAN, Francis
WILLETTS, PAMELA. Tregian's part-books. MT vol. 104
no. 1,443. May, pp. 334 and 335.
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TRICHET, PierreLESURE, FRANcOIS. Pierre Trichet's " Traite desinstruments de musique ": supplement (continued).GaSJ vol. x6. May, ID13. 73-84.
TRUMPETHALFPENNY, ERIC. Two Oxford trumpets. GaSJ vol.x6. May, pp. 49-62.
TYPEWRITERS, Music 'ANON. A music typewriter. MTe vol. 42 no. i. Jan.,
p. 2'.
VIHUELAPRYNNE, MICHAEL. A surviving vihuela de mano.GaSJ vol. 16. May, pp. 22-27.
VIOLAWOOLLEN, ANTHONY. Should the viola and the cello bescrapped? (On the physics of bowed instruments)S vol. 73 no. 874. Feb., pp. 363-371.
VIOLINFORYSZ, WALTER. A common sense approach to violinplaying. S vol. 73 no. 873. Jan., pp. 329, 331 and 333:no. 874. Feb., pp. 371, 373 and 375: no. 875. Mar.,pp. 405, 407 and 409-411: no. 876. April, 1310. 451,455 and 457: no. 877. May, pp. 17, 19 and 21.JONES, HANNAH. A year's teaching on the Havasmethod. S vol. 73 no. 876. April, pp. 441, 443,445and 447.MICHELMAN, JOSEPH. Successful use of the " Michel-man " violin finish (part 2: New drying equipment).S vol. 73 no. 875. March, pp. 401, 403 and 405.ZABLUDOW, MICHAEL. Hannah Jones and the Havasmethod. A critical reply. S vol. 74 no. 878. June,pp. 55, 57 and 59.
VIOLONCELLOBOWIE, MICHAEL. Some early cellists and theirrepertoire: S vol. 73 no. 873. Jan., pp. 335 and 337.
BROWN, JEFFREY H. Tone production on the cello. Svol. 74 no. 878. June, pp. 51, 53 and 55. -STANFIELD, M. B. Those enterprising cellists. S vol. 73no. 875. March, pp. 411-413. .  .WOOLLEN, ANTHONY. Should the viola and the cello bescrapped? (On the physics of bowed instruments.)S vol. 73 no. 874. Feb., pp. 363-371.
VIVALDI, AntonioCUDWORTH, CHARLES. Vivaldi and the symphony. Rvol. 8 no. 1. Jan., pp. x-5. .
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Continued from page eight
which are. Few of these are of much interest to our usual readers, but if it is important forbibliographical reasons to catalogue them properly, it is also desirable to segregate them fromauthentic texts. Secondly, the main book stack where music is housed is in another building.Books are brought by means of a mechanical conveyor, but this is slow and involves fetchingand carrying at each end. To obviate wastage of time and labour it is imperative that catalogueentries should give adequate detail. Besides, it is bibliographically desirable.The other factors involved in the development of this system are matters of human natureand style in cataloguing. I feel it is unreasonable to expect readers to carry round in theirheads the sort of categories librarians do. I therefore decided that all entries must be self-explanatory, and the filing system self-evident. I therefore decided against classified headingsand subheadings since they tend to beg too many questions. I decided to have one strictlyalphabetical sequence for individual composers as well as for the whole catalogue-thoughthis meant devising a system of filing titles with copious cross references. Also, as a matter ofpolicy, I decided that for any publication there should be only one main entry, and that allother entries relating to it should be in the form of cross references pointing to it. I also dislikefumbling with cards, so I decided to distinguish in colour between cross references and mainentries, and between texts and arrangements. Our catalogue in its present partial state of revisioncontains about 131,25 o cards, so this is not unimportant. This, perhaps, was my real startingpoint.Generally speaking, works are catalogued under individual composers, or the first namedof two composers. Anonymous collections or anthologies of works by three or morecomposers are simply catalogued under the first word of the title, excluding articles and numbers.This is preferable to the "significant word" principle used elsewhere in the Bodleian, and itobviates difficulties through changes of editors. If the editor is anonymous, a title heading hasto be adopted in any case, so why not skip that step? Cross references are given from editors,also from any significant words where expedient. They can also be given from" form "headings,thus avoiding classified headings for main entries together with invidious distinctions betweenproper and descriptive titles. Collections reissued with modified titles require filing titles, butthis is comparatively rare in my experience. Filing titles are used in various ways, but alwayswith the end in view of securing proper alphabetisation. Firstly, they supply proper titles whenmissing or translated, and secondly they provide stylised equivalents of form titles. They arealso used to reduce circumlocutions, and to pick out the correct filing " word " when obscuredby epithets.Briefly stated, the system consists in the use of cards of five different colours: white, blue,green, orange and pink relative to different functions in the catalogue. The first two are usedfor main entries; white for texts, blue for arrangements. The details they supply are similarand consist in a heading, shelf-mark, filing title when necessary, a transcription of title-page withimprint, followed by the date, plate and/or edition number, size and pagination. Green cardsare used for cross references which may be given from publication titles, filing titles or"significant words" to other headings and/or filing titles and usually take the form Seeunder. The form See also is used from the filing title appropriate to the second, third, etc.works listed on a title page in lieu of a collective title to the first work listed. OccasionallyIn cross references are given from filing titles to a collection when it is desirable to analyse it.Orange cards are used for editors only and using a See form refer directly from his name to theappropriate heading giving the filing title and incipit of the title transcription of the main entry.Pink cards are used in two ways to analyse periodical publications such as collected editions andarchive series. In both cases they follow the main entry for the publication in question. Inthe case of collected editions, they amplify the main entry by giving the transcription of the titleof each volume with the details such as the date, plate number and pagination of each volume.
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This proceedure is also followed in the case of other series whose parts are not cataloguedseparately. In series such as Denkmiller deutscher Tonkunst where each volume is in fact cataloguedseparately, the analytical entry takes the form of a See cross reference to the heading, filingtitle, etc. of the main entry, thus :—Denkmaler deutscher Tonkunst, Neuaufl. I, Bd.5i,See GRAUPNER (J. C.)(Cantatas)Ausgewahlte Kantaten, herausg.von F. Noack.1960
In filing there is a single alphabetical sequence throughout. For individual composers,"collected works" take precedence and are followed by single works, other collections and crossreferences interfiled in first word order. In our practice blue cards being arrangements followthe related white cards, but could as easily be interfiled. Lastly come the editor cross referencesseparating the composer from the editor. Being bright in colour they conveniently mark theend of a sequence.The chief advantage of this system is the speed with which it can be used. If you know whatyou want you can ignore all the non-relevant colours, such as cross references and arrangements.It would be an easy matter to rearrange the cards in blocks of colour for that has certainadvantages. The pink cards, for example, constitute collectively an extension of Heyer(Historical sets, Collected editions and Monuments of music). The arrangements could easily be putinto a separate catalogue, but in my opinion they constitute part of the bibliographical historyof a given publication, and should therefore be retained in the main catalogue. As such theyare a good index of a composer's popularity, both in the number of works arranged as well asin the number of arrangements per work. Surprisingly, perhaps, J. S. Bach emerges as thenumber one "pop ".In the short space at my disposal I have not been able to indicate more than the generaloutlines of the system. It is easy both for the reader and cataloguer, and is also highlyflexible. As such it provides for a degree of exactitude in detail and bibliographical representationwhich in a scholarly library such as the Bodleian is highly desirable.
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Some American Music Libraries
0. W. NEIGHBOUR
During a visit of six weeks which I paid to the United States in the summer of 1963 I was ableto visit a number of music libraries. My route was to some extent dictated by the situation ofthe libraries I wished to visit. From New York I travelled to Chicago where my objective wasthe Newberry Library. Then I went to the West Coast. Here were several notable collections,in the music department of the University of California, at Berkeley, in the Huntington Library,San Marino, and the Clark Library, also in Los Angeles. My journey took me across theSouth-western deserts to the southern states, and then to Washington, New York and beyond.In Washington I planned to see the Music Division of the Library of Congress and the FolgerShakespeare Library. In New York itself there was its famous Public Library and withinfairly easy distance the music collections in the Universities of Yale, Harvard and Princeton.It will perhaps be best if I give some account of my impressions of these music libraries ingroups to facilitate comparison and avoid repetition.

The Library of Congress is of course unique; its Music Division is likewise in a categoryby itself, both in concept and function. It is not so much the size of the collection which isimpressive—although it now amounts to well over three million pieces—but its variety, andthe manifold activities associated with it. It was Whittlesey who laid the foundation of themodern collection from 1897 onwards. His work was vastly expanded by Sonneck, continuedby Engel and Oliver Strunk, and is maintained in a state of rapid expansion by Dr HaroldSpivacke. The Music Division is many other things besides a library. Its elegant concert hall,the gift of Mrs Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge, makes the Music Division one of the leading centresof music life in Washington. Adjacent to the concert hall is the Whittall Pavilion given byMrs Gertrude Clarke Whittall to house the superb collection of five Stradivari stringedinstruments which are used at the concerts.In close association with the Division are the Koussevitzky Foundation and the ElizabethSprague Coolidge Foundation which commission American and foreign composers to writenew works, of which the autographs are retained in the collections. Although the MusicDivision does not specifically collect musical instruments, it has been enriched by the uniquecollection of some 1,600 flutes and other instruments of the same family, bequeathed to it,together with a remarkable library of related literature, by Dayton Miller. Visitors to the areain which the Music Division works are immediately attracted by the extensive exhibition ofits treasures. These are arranged in well-lit vertical panels right round one of the innercourtyards of the building and provide a rare glimpse of the richness of its collections.Another interesting feature of the Library of Congress is the Archive of Folk Song whichcontains over 8o,000 specimens from all over the world. Though special emphasis isnaturally laid on the Americas other parts of the world are well represented. LP discs of folk-music are among those which can be purchased from the Recording Laboratory which existsto accumulate and preserve sound recordings of all kinds. It is the vision and comprehensivenessof such enterprises as these which makes the Music Division so impressive.The processing of music is done not in the Music Division itself, but in the maincataloguing rooms of the library, under the direction of Mrs Virginia Cunningham. Thereference work is in the charge of Mr William Lichtenwanger who succeeded the late RichardS. Hill, and also took over the editorship of Notes, which has now passed to Mr Edward N. Waters.By any British standards the quantity and variety of reference work undertaken is quite overwhelm-ing. For the last two years the Music Division has housed the headquarters of the office responsiblefor the organisation of the American contribution to the International Inventory of MusicalSources: it has been able to make remarkable progress in processing entries for thousands ofitems, many of great rarity, secured from libraries scattered all over the United States.Perhaps the only other library in the United States which produces a service of music on botha national and international scale at all comparable to the Library of Congress is the MusicDivision of the New York Public Library. This music library has reached a turning point inits history because it is due, within the next two or three years, to leave its home in the mainbuilding on 42nd Street and remove to the Lincoln Center now in cburse of construction ina different part of the city. Here it will work in close connection with a great complex of newbuildings which will constitute a unique artistic centre, including an opera house and a concerthall. The music in the New York Public Library has of course a special interest for Englishvisitors as regards the oldest .part of the collections for they are derived in large part from themusic bequeathed by J. W. Drexel among whose rarities were many acquired at the sale of thecollection of Edward Francis Rimbault which took place in London in 1877.Not the least impressive of the activities of the Music Division under the direction ofMr Philip L. Miller is its vast purchasing policy for music whereby it acquires all works in thelarger forms—such as operas, oratorios, symphonies, concertos, quartets, sonatas, and thelike—wherever published throughout the world. The catalogues of the Division are on acorrespondingly large scale and include an exceptional range of analytical entries for both vocal
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and instrumental collections. Equally remarkable is the special collection devoted to the dancewhich is very rich in early material, and again has its own excellent catalogue.The four university libraries—Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and Berkeley—can convenientlybe considered as a group. In so far as they aim to provide for undergraduate needs they do notdiffer essentially from their English counterparts. Princeton may serve as an example. Littleattention was paid to music there until about eleven years ago but since then an extraordinarilywell balanced collection of standard text books and reference literature has been built up,including nearly all complete editions and a surprising number of periodicals in long or completeruns. The remaining university libraries were established earlier and now do a great deal forthe post-graduate music student as well, not only by widening the scope of their referencecollections to include books of more scholarly interest, but by making every effort to collectmaterial for research itself.At Harvard I was able to meet Professor Nino Pirrotta who explained to me the lines onwhich the collection in his charge was expanding. Music there is enormously enriched by theIsham Memorial Library. Originally intended only to supply scarce organ music, its scope hasbeen expanded until it has become one of the largest archives of microfilmed music in the world.Films of manuscripts and fragments up to i5oo have been systematically collected, and of printedmusic mainly of the two following centuries, in the earlier stages by publisher, and later on bycomposer. The value of such a collection to research is incalculable.The collection at Yale is admirably housed in part of the music school under the control ofMr Brooks Shepard. Here they are also fortunate in having the Belle Skinner collection ofinstruments within the university precincts, both contiguous to the music school itself. Underthe direction of Dr Vincent Duckles, Berkeley has perhaps developed the most progressivepolicy of acquisition in any of these university libraries. The library has had the good fortuneto have been bequeathed the working libraries of the late Professor Alfred Einstein and the lateProfessor Manfred Bukofzer. From time to time they add entire collections including musicalresearch, musica practica, both printed and manuscript, and theoretical works. The same istrue of the Newberry Library in Chicago, an independent research library not open toundergraduates, which specialises in a few subjects of which music is one. It was founded underthe will of Walter Loomis Newberry who died in 1868, and under the direction of MrDonald W. Krummel its music department is growing rapidly.As regards general amenities combined with facilities for performance, the library atBerkeley is exceptionally well favoured. The year 1958 saw the formal inauguration of theMay T. Morrison Hall, and the Alfred Hertz Memorial Hall of Music. The former containsthe fine music library of the university from the reading room of which there is a superb viewover the Berkeley hills. The two buildings are joined by an open colonnade on one side of thetree-studded slopes of the campus. The Hertz Hall contains a fine organ. At the concertsgiven here the rare early stringed instruments from the valuable Ansley Salz collection of earlyviolins, violas and bows are sometimes used. Thus at Berkeley the music library forms a vitalpart in the group of buildings devoted to music in the university.Finally, there are the three "rare book" collections. The Folger Shakespeare Library inWashington does not contain a separate department of music but includes a remarkable collectionof music relevant to Shakespeare and his period. It contains a larger proportion of the musicitems listed in the Short Title Catalogue than any other library with the exception of the BritishMuseum. Similarly, there is no separate collection of music in the Huntington Library at SanMarino, California. Here, as in the Folger Library, all the books are shelved according to S.T.C.numbers where applicable. Consequently music cannot be examined in isolation at the stacks.The very important holdings of music published after 1640 are likewise scattered. The settingof the Huntington Library, with its adjacent picture gallery and botanical gardens, providesa most agreeable background. Similar conditions are found in the Clark Library, a privatelibrary forming part of the University of California, which contains some rare part-books in

fine state. Libraries such as these have enviable facilities for conservation. Many of their raremusic books were acquired from English private libraries where they were little used. They arenow kept in air-conditioned rooms and are subject to the most scrupulous care in handling.There were of course other libraries in or near the path of my travel such as those in Detroitand Philadelphia which I had not time to visit. But the impression which I received from thoseI was able to see, however briefly and selectively, was most stimulating. Everywhere I foundthat there was great enthusiasm for the special job of music librarian, great competitivekeenness in building up collections, and a marked eagerness to make musical treasures availableto students and researchers as easily and quickly as possible. Everwhere, too, hospitality wasof the warmest and most generous kind for which in retrospect I cannot be too grateful.

NOTES ON CONTXIBUTOkS
c. D. BATTY is a Lecturer at the Birmingham School of Librarianship.
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The contents of BRIO No. a (Autumn 1964) will include:
"Training for Music Librarianship," by J. H. Davies
"Handel in the Papers of the Edinburgh Musical Society (1728-1798)," by Phyllis Hamilton
"The Music Antiquarian of Today," by Hermann Baron
and the" Classified Index of Articles in selected Musical Periodicals," July to December 1963, by Christel Wallbaum.
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BOOK,REVIEW by A. E. Burbridge NOTES €99 NEWS by W. H. Stock
HENRY F. J. CURRALL (editor): Gramophone Record Libraries: their organisation and practice. CrosbyLockwood. z8s. 1963.
The International Association of Music Libraries (U.K. Branch) has performed a commendable service to the libraryprofession in general in sponsoring this symposium on Record Libraries, the literature of which is so limited. Itis unfortunate, however, that the book has taken so long to produce. Some sections are as much as two and ahalf years out of date so that any assessment of its worth must be made bearing this fact in mind.Several of the contributors are music librarians working in public libraries in the London area. They havedealt with the subject as practised in their specific libraries and while they have much to offer which is of value,especially to those with no experience of record libraries, one is left with the impression that there is too muchconcern about the minutiae. And it is possible to adopt a too " precious " attitude towards records. Admittingtheir vulnerability, schemes and safeguards for their protection can become a fetish if carried too far. Theproblems, though many, are not so bad as the book suggests and it may be that we are in danger of missing thewood for the trees.That no attempt has been made to discuss or justify open-access in the Record Library is a serious omission andshows a curious lack of imagination on the part of our colleagues in the South. Here we are in the 1960's backagain to the Dark Ages of the indicator. Only an acute shortage of space can possibly justify the adoption ofthis system. After several years experience with open-access in Leeds it can be firmly stated that the two mainalleged objections can be dismissed. First, borrowers do not handle records until they have made their choicefrom the information on the outside sleeve; and second, the danger of theft, providing there is proper supervision,is no greater than that of books. It may be added that many problems solve themselves when open-access isadopted and the saving in staff time is considerable.The supporters of Record Libraries have a fine advocate in Mr Lovell; his thoughtful introduction isconvincing and stimulating. Mr Curtail, whose library was one of the first in the field of record library provision,gives some useful statistical information, and in the chapter on personnel and training Miss Miller makes somesalutary comments on the neglect of the subject in the old L.A. examination syllabus. And let it be noted even thenew syllabus makes no specific provision for record librarianship. In the chapter on catalogues and visibleindexes, Mrs Hitchon is helpful mainly to the "indicator school" but there is some good general advice on typesof catalogues. In Leeds we have found the Kalamazoo loose-leaf index works well both for public and staff.Mr Cooper's fine contribution on technical data omits nothing. If one cannot go all the way with Mr Howes,nevertheless useful hints are given on storing and issuing. He is mistaken, however, in his assumption that recordsare stored vertically in Leeds. In defiance of all the experts they are stored flat! There is not space here to justifythis procedure but we are emphatically of the opinion that this is the best method for our system. Mr Saul hascontributed some fascinating information on sound archives, and the remaining factual sections provide usefulmaterial, especially Mr Plumb's revealing statistical table. What a pity that it too is dated. A borrowers' registrationfigure would have added to its usefulness.
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In this section of BRIO I shall regularly report what the Branch and its members are doing. For this purpose Iwould ask members to send me information about their work in libraries and elsewhere, about appointments,professional travels, exhibitions they may hold, catalogues they may publish, any unusual music they may acquire —in short anything likely to be of professional interest to the Branch in general. I will include as much as I can inthe space available.During the session 1963-64, the Branch held four meetings. On 12th November we visited the headquartersof the Performing Rights Society in Berners Street where George M. Neighbour, Secretary of the Society'sMusic Classification Committee, gave a most interesting account of the work of the Society. After explaining thespecial problems of copyright and the method of collecting fees due to composers and authors, he described thedifficulty arising from the world-wide scope of the Society's work and the procedures it has developed. At theend of the talk members were privileged to inspect the extensive repertoire indexes which the Society has builtup as the basic tools of its system.On xoth December we visited Egdon House, the home of the B.B.C. gramophone record library, whereValentine Britten, the retiring librarian, gave an absorbing account of her earlier career among gramophone records.Since she had grown up, as it were, in the business of marketing and selling records, her experience showed howvaried her work was before she joined the B.B.C. in 1924. Her valuable services both to the U.K. Branch and theInternational Association have earned the deep gratitude of her colleagues, and she takes our best wishes into herretirement. After Miss Britten's talk, members were able to inspect the shelves and archives of the B.B.C. collection,and later attended the B.B.C. Invitation Concert, which was devoted to the music of Elisabeth Lutyens.Gramophone records provided another welcome attraction on i3th February, when we visited the collectionat Southwark Central Library. Here Miriam Miller, a member of the staff and a contributor to our recent bookon record libraries, outlined the development of the record collection since 196o, and described the various waysin which it serves a changing community. I should like to mention at this point that our Gramophone RecordLibraries Sub-committee under its chairman Henry Curtail, is now in process of revising and expanding this book,with a view to a second edition.The last meeting of the Session was arranged to take place on 21st March in the Music Room of the BritishMuseum. The programme was to include a description, given by members of the staff; of the stages by which theintake of music is processed, and a talk on early music printing, with examples from rare books in the collections.The Eleventh Annual Report will have shown that our Branch Membership now exceeds 150. Several projectsare in hand, of which the most advanced is the Catalogue of Miniature Scores published since 186o, compiled by ArthurWalker. This now amounts to nearly cline thousand cards, representing scores issued in many European countriesand in the United States.The training of music librarians is a subject which has interested the Branch Committee for some time.(Members will remember that this was one of the topics discussed at the Stockholm Congress in 1962.) Recentlysome members of the staff of the library school of the North Western Polytechnic drew up a draft syllabus for aproposed course of study, and have asked the Branch Committee for its comments. A joint study group has metto discuss details. It is expected that the course will begin in September, 1964.I hope that these notes will show that the work of the Branch and its various committees continues actively.The tasks facing music librarians have great possibilities for expansion. With the valuable co-operation of allour members we shall do our best to broaden its scope and make it better known.

DAVID W HOPE, formerly at Reading University Library is now a lecturer in the School of Librarianship at theBirmingham College of Commerce.
MARGARET LAURIE, formerly at Glasgow University, is now in charge of the Music Library at Reading University.
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